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Abstract : The concern held on this issue vary in term of English language 
teaching practices especially teaching speaking by the new speaking lecturer of 
University of Islam Malang (Unisma). The descriptive qualitative study was then 
designed in order to describe the teaching speaking activities by the new speaking 
lecturer of Unisma. Twice classroom observations were conducted in two 
different speaking classes. Moreover, the new lecturer and ten students from 
speaking II D &II E were also invited to join twice interviews. By the same 
token, a simple questionnaire which consists of thirteen questions was also 
distributed to know students’ involvement during speaking class. From the 
investigation, it was found out that the new lecturer has implemented procedural 
teaching performances such as preparing teaching activities – designing lesson 
planning, teaching journal and course outline, executing the plans in classroom – 
creating group discussion, presentation and individual task, and assessing the 
progress after teaching and learning activities such as implementing oral test. 
Moreover, the observed students were motivated by the new lecturer teaching 
way. Additionally, the new lecturer only implemented ICT based learning as the 
supporting way to facilitate her teaching not as her main media.  
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BACKGROUND 

Investigation of teaching a target language has continually shown a significant 
interest. One visible fact related to teaching a target language is revealed on Miller’s study 
(2003) after being exemplified in Xuan (2014) that most of language learners have more 
challenges in learning speaking. From those researches, it can be assumed that some 
students still face some obstacles in learning speaking. Like in Indonesia, it is found that 
the challenges in teaching speaking are influenced by the social and learning environment 
during students’ study. Also, some findings (Miller, 2003) related to the field founded by 
some researchers that are lacked right at the beginning of a talk was ―linguistic and 
phonological knowledge.  

Similarly, issues and trends of teaching of spoken English have academically 
gained a prominent concern so far particularly in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) 
classroom. This is because different areas of speaking, pronunciation and intonation, are 
considered as difficult to master completely. Therefore, this visible fact can be such a 
challenge for speaking lecturers in teaching speaking. Another challenge in teaching 
speaking comes from students’ anxiety, and some of students are reluctant to speak. This is 
an impact of minimum vocabulary mastery, and they cannot express their ideas. 
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For this reason, Xuan (2014) also mentioned that language educators and teachers 
can assist students to gain access to communicative events more both inside and outside 
the class. Within classroom, this can be done by encouraging students to move their 
positions around rather than sit in the same place every session. Moreover, organizing such 
warm - up activities as seeking information from classmates might encourage students to 
interact more and change their seating. 

Yunus (2010), for example, implemented guided questions by having inside outside 
circle activities. This was done by Yunus to facilitate students providing such kind of 
scaffolding so that the students are willing to speak. In his research, Yunus’ activities in his 
class is as follow; (1) brainstorming the students by asking them how to speak and great 
people for the first meeting, showing them pictures of students who introduce each other, 
(2) explaining guided questions through inside outside circle strategy, (3) giving clear 
instruction, (4) modeling the expected result of the task, (5) presentation, (6) making 
reflection toward the things that students just have in the process of the teaching and 
learning in the classroom. Therefore, guided questions through inside outside circle 
strategy give chance for students to share ideas in improving speaking fluently, vocabulary, 
and pronunciation (Yunus, 2010). 

The studies above were chosen since the intense interest of the researchers focus on 
the description of a new lecturer in teaching speaking. A new speaking lecturer here can be 
defined as a lecturer who experiences in teaching speaking around one and half year. As 
revealed by Levy (1972) that new lecturer is commonly called as a young. Young in this 
case means he or she has new idea or something particularly fresh and exciting in their 
approach-what they generally have is a lot of learning to do. Equally important, after 
evaluating the concept of Babione and Shea (2005 as cited in Maskat, 2010), the reason for 
choosing a new lecturer as the subject of this study is to discover whether the new speaking 
lecturer has implemented the teaching and learning activities based on the standard 
curriculum. A new speaking lecturer who was chosen in this present study is a lecturer in 
English Department of University of Islam Malang who teaches the first-year students. 
 This study was carried out in order to describe teaching and learning speaking 
activities including instruments employed by the new lecturer such as Rencana 
Perkuliahan Semester (RPS)/lesson planning, teaching journal, assessment and teaching 
materials. Furthermore, classroom management – teaching techniques and teaching 
materials that are utilized by the new lecturer was elaborated as well in this present study.  
Specifically, the problems faced by the new lecturer in teaching speaking were also 
elaborated in this study, and how the new lecturer handles those problems as well. Last but 
not least, how the new lecturer assesses the students’ performance in speaking class were 
also described as well. 

Materials in Teaching Speaking  

 Mostly, the material in teaching speaking will be based on the topic provided by the 
lecturer. Generally, the lecturer decides the contextual topic as their teaching material in 
speaking. Richard (2014) wrote that information oriented and goods and services oriented 
are the example of material based on daily life topic. First, information oriented; the 
common topics utilized by the lecturer are that asking for directions, describing how to use 
something, and discussing plan. Second, goods and services oriented; this topic is usually 
in the form of checking into a hotel, shopping, ordering a hotel, and focus on achieving a 
goal or service.  

Speaking Classroom Management 

 Creating a successful classroom management is one of inevitable things to be 
considered in teaching. How the lecturer manages the classroom can be influenced by 
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several key factors. Shahsavar and Jamalzadeh (2016) pointed out that teacher performance 
during managing the classroom is affected by contextual factors such as classroom size and 
environment, instructional time, the amount of students’ paperwork, using of technology in 
classrooms, instructional materials, and teaching environment. 

Speaking Assessment 

 Assessing students’ speaking performance will be carried out successfully if the 
lecturer knows what factors included in speaking assessment. As stated by Li (2014) that 
vocabulary is one of essential things to be considered in assessing speaking since 
vocabulary makes the language testers have been more interested in testing communicative 
or interactional competence. Besides that, to most people, especially for foreign learners, 
mastering the art of speaking is the single most important aspect of learning a second or 
foreign language, and success is measured in terms of the ability to carry out a 
conversation in the language. Learning English is different from learning Math. In Math 
learners just need to sit down and concentrate to the problems and they master Math, but in 
English they need to practice a lot (Yunus, 2010). Therefore, in assessing speaking, a new 
lecturer should comprehend what the components of speaking are, so that the test is valid. 

Output of Teaching Speaking 

 Teaching practice will be more successful if it is supported by the output of 
teaching itself since the result of teaching will be the ultimate goal for the lecturer. 
Riahipour, Dabbaghi, and Ketabi (2014) wrote that the prior goal of Communicative 
Language Teaching (CLT) is communicative competence. It can be exemplified by the 
learners’ ability to use the language correctly and appropriately to the situation, and ability 
to communicate completely, not necessarily the ability to use the language exactly as a 
native speaker. Additionally, they also described that the output of teaching speaking can 
be seen from learners’ enthusiasm, academic performance, less frustration and difficulty in 
learning, more attitude and motivations toward learning. 

 
METHOD 

Design 

The design of this study is descriptive qualitative. The choice of this design is to 
describe teaching speaking activities. Moreover, this research design has special 
characteristics. So, the study was conducted through twice classroom observations, and 
twice semi-structured interview sessions. Then, the data were recorded and interpreted in 
order to be analyzed. Additionally, to know students’ engagement during speaking class, 
simple questionnaire then distributed to the students of speaking II D &II E which consist 
of twenty-five students each class. Finally, the result of observations and interviews were 
combined. 

 
Participants 

The subject was selected from the new lecturer who teaches speaking around one 
and a half year. She was selected by using convenience sampling. To find supporting data, 
ten students from speaking II D& II E were chosen as well. 

 
FINDINGS 

 After having twice observations and twice interviews with the lecturer and the 
students as well, it was found out that the lecturer did several things in pre-teaching, 
during, and post teaching activities. Then, it was familiarized by translating the sections 
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which contain respondents’ explanation in Indonesian. Then, the researcher combined the 
result of observations and interviews.  

Lecturer’s Plan and Preparation in Teaching Speaking 
The new lecturer prepared several teaching components such as Rencana 

Perkuliahan Semester (RPS), teaching journal, teaching assessment, and teaching material. 
RPS will be the lecturer’s guidance in teaching speaking since it covers some important 
teaching components such as indicators, purpose of the study, teaching methods, and 
assessment criteria. On the one hand, the lecturer also has teaching journal which covers all 
topics for one semester specifically. Meanwhile, she had such a course design or teaching 
journal which provides all materials for one semester. She had to develop this teaching 
journal into specified material that will be learnt, for example: how to implement public 
speaking.  

The observed lecturer implemented the manipulative material such as public 
speaking which was creatively designed and innovated by her. Interestingly, from the 
ideas, it can be said that the lecturer can provide such appropriate materials selections 
based on standard RPS of faculty of teacher training and education. For another learning 
media, the observed lecturer stated that she did not use regular book for speaking. She told 
that speaking skill is such a productive skill which requires real models and direct 
demonstration. Then, the observed lecturer sets score seventy as the standard score or 
KKM in her class depending on her students’ ability. If they get below seventy they have 
to join remedial test. 

Lecturer’s Strategies during Teaching Speaking 

The lecturer also often asked students to provide responses after their friend 
finished presenting the discussed topic, and actively guided the students by monitoring all 
students across the activities. Next, the lecturer always provided techniques to make all 
students participate actively during speaking class such as in a group discussion. The 
lecturer only randomly called one student as the representative to present their discussed 
topic. So, all students have to be ready. 

Lecturer’s Learning Techniques during Teaching Speaking 

 The lecturer’s teaching way is based on what students’ need in learning speaking. 
She used Discovery Based Learning as her main method. It was revealed in observation 
results when she asked her students to found at least five definitions about public speaking. 
Moreover, the lecturer also employed presentation in front of the class. Also, the lecturers 
always provided clear directions of assignment, and gave the corrective feedbacks for all 
students. Moreover, the lecturer actively involved all students to participate in individual, 
pair and group works as well. For group works, she intended to apply drama, discussion 
and learning media exhibition activities. Also, the lecturer usually gave equal turns in 
calling the students by preplanned system. For randomized selection, the lecturer did not 
only target for passive students a lot in order to involve supportive environment for 
students such as lottery for learning media exhibition and choosing randomly by herself 
like debate activities. This action was done in order to consider that the selected student is 
good in delivering the opinion so that he or she can help their friend. 

Students’ Behaviors during Speaking Class 
This part presents relevant data as the result of questionnaire which shows that 

among fifty respondents involved in this study, many of them stated that they always paid 
attention and actively engaged in most of activities in speaking class. This data also 
indicated their involvement in group activities such as working together with the team to 
solve the given task and helping the group member during the presentation. Therefore, it 
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can be said that the students can work cooperatively during speaking class in group 
discussion especially. Many of whom also voiced that they often express their opinions and 
ask questions during speaking class. One interesting finding is that they also usually get 
together with other students to discuss subjects or topics especially in group discussion. 
The respondents also mentioned that they sometimes offer suggestion to make the class 
better, and tell the lecturer what they are interested in. 

The Lecturer’s Assessment in Speaking Class 

In the end of the teaching activities, the lecturer always monitored the students by 
reviewing and giving appropriate feedbacks to the students and continued the teaching 
progress. The new lecturer’s teaching assessments rely on not only by having oral test, but 
also other activities which support the assessment of the students’ development progress. 
Meanwhile, in some cases of her assessments, she purposely used specific aspects to be 
assessed, for example, focusing on contents and pronunciation, yet she did not fully pay 
attention to the students’ fluency for certain topic likes speech. 

DISCUSSION 

The present research was purposed to describe the teaching and learning activities 
which were deployed by the new speaking lecturer of Unisma. This synthesis was aimed to 
analyze the phenomena inside of the teaching and learning speaking of the new speaking 
lecturer based on the views of the several studies. 

Based on the recorded data in overall progress that started from pre-teaching, 
during teaching activities and post- teaching, it can be stated that the observed lecturer has 
already met the criteria of being a qualified lecturer. It is noted that presenting and 
applying standard procedures of teaching and learning activities may be distinct from one 
lecturer to another. After synthesizing Wiggins and McTighe’s (2006: 6), the researcher 
clarified their ideas in Richard’s (2013) study which found that the observed lecturer has 
maintained the content materials, input progress, and learning outcome into a teaching and 
learning system which met the students’ progress during their study. 

In fact, she employed the standard procedures in preparing, implementing and 
assessing the students based on the curriculum requirements. As Talley and Hui-ling 
(2014) observe that curriculum for teaching speaking skill should endeavor to expose 
learners to authentic, practical settings for speaking English and encourage active learner 
involvement in the lesson. The new lecturer’s teaching procedure was stated in the Chart 1 
below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chart 1: teaching and learning progress of the observed lecturer 

  

The observed lecturer also exhibited potential performance as a professional 
educator behind her standard performances as a new lecturer as the chart of teaching 
progress had shown above. In another case, even though the observed lecturer still 
categorized as a new lecturer, she could provide and could maintain her materials that fit 
the students’ needs, interest, and capabilities. 
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 Based on the result of findings, it is clear that the observed lecturer, somehow, 
implements individual and common group discussions that her former lecturers or teachers 
had implemented. As a result, the old culture still remained in the observed lecturer’s 
classroom. Due to the limited experience, Maskat (2010) strongly recommended that the 
new lecturer should be able to observe his or her own teaching progress and to reflect 
every experience during the teaching time for a greater successful teaching career. 

For learning media, she used physical materials such as books or the similar since 
she only used ICT based learning to support her teaching not as her main media in teaching 
speaking. In discovery learning, the new lecturers asked the students to give at least five 
definitions about public speaking and ask them write their own definitions. It means that 
the observed lecturer let her students manipulate activities by conducting experiments, 
then, by manipulating materials and indicators in the activity and observing the effects of 
these manipulations (Sab, et al., 2005). By conducting discovery learning (J. Swaak et al., 
2004) it can be stated that the observed lecturer assumed that learners take an active 
participation and build their own basic knowledge. 

In observed lesson during teaching speaking, the lecturer tried to integrate two 
classroom activities within a single lesson in order to achieve the integration of the four 
skills (listening, reading, speaking, and writing). It is proved by what lecturer did in a 
classroom that she employed a group discussion in which the students in each group must 
comprehend the given text (reading); therefore, they are asked to present their analysis 
toward the given text. The integrated techniques as like reading and speaking, writing and 
speaking, which the observed lecturer used, were aimed to combine teaching speaking in 
both content and language focus at the same time (Costales, 2014). 

In delivering her teaching activities, the lecturer often implemented cooperative 
learning like group works to make the students actively engaged during speaking class. 
Many researchers have also proven that students are much readier to interact with each 
other with more complex responses than with their teacher (Achmad and Yusuf 2014: 
151). Hence, students feel more comfortable working, interacting and making mistakes 
with their partners rather than with their teachers. Krashen (2005) recommends that 
learners should be motivated so that they do not feel threatened. The students also feel 
motivated since the lecturer always tries to provide them with many interesting and various 
topics during speaking class such as performing speech, learning media exhibition, and 
novel analysis. Those kinds of classroom activities can enhance student’s active 
participation, motivate and expose students to authentic use of English language in context 
(Gudu, 2015). 

To sum up, the new lecturer investigated in this study have shown that her activities 
are in line with the recent education reforms in Indonesia are a testimony of the country’s 
commitment to competency-based education, where the emphasis is placed on higher-order 
thinking skills (Yunus, 2018). The HOT activities should be facilitated in the teaching of 
English skills, not only in reading but also in reading.  

CONCLUSION 

The findings on the current investigation showed that the new lecturer has 
employed the standard teaching procedures. Most of materials prepared by the new lecturer 
met the students’ need such as public speaking. This topic can encourage student to be 
more active during speaking class. In addition, the lecturer not only encouraged students to 
be active during speaking class, but also, she attempted to enhance students’ creativity 
through certain topic like learning media exhibition. In managing the classroom, the new 
lecturer often implemented cooperative learning for several topics such as group discussion 
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and learning media exhibition. In assessing students’ speaking performance the new 
lecturer usually implemented oral test, and she also has her own scoring rubrics which 
consist of different criteria of each topic, for example pronunciation, content, and 
implementation of the strategy used for public speaking assessment.  

Ultimately, the findings may also, to some extent, open to challenge and 
verification. It was suggested that the new lecturer should be able to implement more 
various ICT based learning. Also, they should also train the students to employ online and 
offline technology for education. In EFL contexts, it is an imperative factor which needs 
special attention and instruction (Richards & Renandya, 2002, as cited in Gudu, 2015). 
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